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THE HOTEL

Palo Santo is a luxury design and green hotel that seeks 
to provide travellers with an insider’s experience of modern 
Argentinean architecture and Buenos Aires’ unique lifestyle. 

    Palermo area is the epicenter of Buenos Aires gastronomical 
scene. The neighbourhood is filled with restaurants of every kind.  
Here you will find excellent young chefs and the most pleasant and 
enjoyable tables of the city.
    
    We have carefully edited this guide to help you make your way 
through the vast restaurant offering you will find in Palermo and 
Buenos Aires in general. We hope you will find it helpful to grasp 
the spirit of our city’s gastronomy.

    Our front desk staff is always available for further advice and to 
help you make a reservation.



TEGUI            $$$$$

Costa Rica 5852 - Ph.11 5291 3333

Food: Signature Cuisine 
Mood: Chic, romantic
With a flawless presentation and creative dishes, 
Tegui is considered to be one of the best 
contemporary Argentine restaurants. Designed 
by Horacio Gallo (a renowned Argentine design-
er), the setting is theatrical and beautiful. 
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HIGH END

OSAKA            $$$$$

Soler 5608 - Ph 11 4775 6964

Food: Fusion Peruvian 
Mood: Happy Few
Filled with wealthy businessmen and couples on 
special occasions, Osaka used to be the hipest 
restaurant in Palermo. Excellent sushi and 
ceviche.

PARAJE ARÉVALO           $$$$

Arévalo 1502  - Ph. 11 4775 7759

Food: Signature Cuisine  
Mood: Romantic
This small chef’s restaurant stands out for the  
quality of its dishes. It only offers a 6 or 8 courses 
meal based on a menu that changes monthly. 



LA MAR           $$$$$

Arévalo 2024 - Ph.11 4776 5543

Food: Peruvian
Mood: See and Be Seen
With its huge terrace on one of Palermo Holly-
wood’s nicest corner and top chef Gastón Acurio 
from Peru, La Mar was one of Buenos Aires most 
anticipated restaurant openings in 2015. The 
menu features excellent fish dishes (including 
delicious varations around famous Peruvian cevi-
che). Book in advance, especially on weekends. 
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MISHIGUENE              $$$$

Lafinur 3368 - Ph 11 3969 0764

Food: Jewish 
Mood: Formal dinner with friends
Named one of Latin America’s 50 Best Restau-
rants in 2017, Mishiguene offers a modern twist 
on traditional Jewish cuisine. Beautiful modern 
setting and well presented dishes (try the pastra-
mi). A 6-course tasting menu is also available.

NAMIDA              $$$

Bonpland 2275 - Palo Santo Hotel - Ph. 11 5280 6100

Food: Contemporary Nikkei  
Mood: Romantic. Al fresco dining
Located on Palo Santo Hotel ground floor, 
Namida offers a modern cuisine combining 
traditional Japonese techniques with South 
American recipes and ingredients. Order the 
chef’s selection to try their unique recipes sush 
as the salmon niguiri flambeed with marrow 
bone.

MIDDLE RANGE
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LA CABRERA            $$$$

Cabrera 5099 - Ph 11 4831 7002

Food: Parrilla (Argentine steakhouse)
Mood: For couples or friends
One of the most famous parrilla among tourists. 
Outstanding meat, acompanied with a selection 
of side dishes and dips. Reservation is manda-
tory or expect a long wait. 

LO DE JESÚS              $$$

Gurruchaga 1406 - Ph 11 4831 1961

Food: Parrilla (Argentine steakhouse)
Mood: Dinner with friends
Less touristic that La Cabrera, Lo de Jesús also  
offers excellent grilled meat with a friendly ser-
vice. Several tables on the sidewalk for al fresco 
dining.

DON JULIO            $$$$

Guatemala 4699 - Ph 11 4832 6058

Food: Parrilla (Argentine steakhouse)
Mood: Traditional parrilla
In the hearth of Palermo Soho, Don Julio com-
petes with La Cabrera as one of the most popu-
lar parrillas among tourists and it is a very close 
game. Decoration appeals to those looking for 
a traditional Argentine parrilla. Prices have gone 
up since Don Julio was nominated as one of 
Latin American 50 Best Restaurants but servings 
are generous.
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LAS PIZARRAS             $$$

Thames 2296  - Ph. 11 4775 0625

Food: Signature Cuisine  
Mood: Dinner with friends
This small, lively place puts its focus on the food.  
The menu changes every day and is written on  
chalkboards (in Spanish pizarra) hanged on the 
walls. Modern porteño cuisine with mainly meat 
dishes.

LA CARNICERÍA           $$$$

Thames 2317 - Ph. 11 2071 7199

Food: Smoked and grilled meat 
Mood: Hipster parrilla
Small and modern parrilla always packed with 
tourists and locals. They offer a short menu of 
delicious smoked meat cuts, served in a more 
creative way that traditional parrillas. Reservation  
is highly recommended. 

GRAN DABBANG               $$

Av. Scalabrini Ortíz 1543 - Ph. 11 4832 1186

Food: Author’s Ethnic Cuisine 
Mood: 30-somethings friends hanging out
In spite of its very simple setting, Gran Dab-
bang offers a high quality cuisine based on 
unthought-of combinations and a smart use of 
spices. Plates are small so you can try more than 
one item on the menu (five dishes for two per-
sons is a good portion). The con: Gran Dabbang 
does not take reservations. Be there before the 
opening hour (8PM) or ready to wait.  
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FOR A QUICK BITE

LA GRAN HOLLYWOOD                $

Bonpland 2200 - Ph.11 4776 6687

Food: Parrilla (Argentine steakhouse)
Mood: Low-key, Authentic
Just a few meters away from the hotel, La Gran 
Hollywood is your typical parrilla de barrio, an un-
pretentious steakhouse where you will eat good 
meat at unbeatable prices (many dishes are big 
enough to share). 

PERÓN PERÓN             $$$

Carranza 2225 - Ph. 11 4777 6194

Food: Typical Argentine Dishes  
Mood: Relaxed
Named after the famous Argentine President, 
Perón Perón offers well-made typical Argentine 
dishes in a quaint setting mixing Eva Perón’s pic-
tures with flags and political manifestos. If you are 
in luck, you may also hear the crowd sing Perón’s 
political party anthem. 
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ARTEMISIA                $$

Costa Rica 5893  - Ph. 11 4773 2641

Food: Natural, Vegetarian 
Mood: Bohemia
Filled with plants and natural light, Artemisia is 
a great spot for a lighter lunch. While the menu 
is not 100% vegetarian, meat-free options are a 
large majority. Creative dishes with a great use 
of spices (not so common in Argentina). A lunch 
menu is available. Also open for dinner. 
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BIRKIN                $$

Nicaragua 6025 - Ph.11 2086 4036

Food: Coffee House, Brunch 
Mood: Girlfirends lunch
Birkin is a nice modern café with a good selection 
of salads, sandwiches and simple dishes. Good 
lunch menu and excellent cakes.

KENTUCKY                   $

Costa Rica 5595 - Ph. 11 4773 7372

Food: Pizza  
Mood: Fast Food
If you just want a cheap, on-the-go slice of pizza 
in Buenos Aires, Kentucky is the place to go in 
Palermo. Order a couple of slices of “Muzzarella” 
and a portion of “faina” (a corn-based bread) from 
the cashier and eat standing up among the youth-
ful crowd. Kentucky’s pizza dough is thick and 
heavy, in the traditional porteño’s fashion. 

PANI                 $$

Nicaragua 6044 - Ph. 11 4772 6420

Food: Coffee house and bakery 
Mood: Lazy afternoon
Good place for sharing a cake (servings are huge) 
and have a nice cup of coffee. Pani’s setting is the 
epitome of Palermo, with an eclectic decoration, 
vintage furniture and cool waiters. Good sand-
wiches and salads as well.
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FERVOR                                        $$$$

Posadas 1519 - Ph.11 4804 4944

Food: Grilled Fish and Meats 
Mood: Elegant, Traditional
One of the few good fish restaurants in Buenos 
Aires. Fresh grilled fishes are Fervor’s speciality, 
but meats are also very good. Mainly tourists and 
older locals. 

EL SANJUANINO                              $

Posadas 1515 - Ph. 11 4804 2909

Food: Empanadas 
Mood: On the go
Just next door to Fervor, El Sanjuanino offers 
excellent empanadas (baked or fried stuffed 
bread).  A few tables are available inside to enjoy 
a quick meal.
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OVIEDO          $$$$$

Beruti 2602 - Ph. 11 4821 3741

Food: Fish and Seafood - Mediteranean 
Mood: Elegant, Traditional
Oviedo has been on of the best seafood res-
taurants in Buenos Aires for years. Old-school 
waiters, white linen and wooden decor convey a 
formal and traditional ambience.

RECOLETA



HIERBABUENA                                        $$$

Av. Caseros 454 - Ph.11 4362 2542

Food: Deli and Vegetarian
Mood: Relaxed
Hierbabuena might come as a lifesaver for  
vegetarians in Buenos Aires. The menu offers 
many veggie options such as an excellent  
mushroom burger. Nice for a brunch or an  
afternoon tea as well.

EL FEDERAL                               $$

Carlos Calvo 599 - Ph. 11 4300 4313

Food: Picadas (cold meats and cheeses)
Mood: Old fashioned
Travel to old Buenos Aires in this historic bar 
with original furniture. Nice for an informal 
wine and cheese meal or for some beers. 
Expect to enjoy more the decor than the food 
or service.
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CASEROS              $$$

Av. Caseros 486 - Ph. 11 4307 4729

Food: Porteño 
Mood: For couples
A very nice bistro that offers a short selection of 
fresh Argentine dishes (meats, fishes and pasta)
with a unique and personal twist from the chef. 
Nice outdoor seating on beautiful Caseros Ave.

SAN TELMO



LA BRIGADA                                      $$$$

Estados Unidos 465 - Ph.11 4361 4685

Food: Parrilla (Argentine steakhouse)
Mood: Dinner with friends
Although it is very touristic, La Brigada offers 
some of the best meat you can eat in Buenos 
Aires. Try the Bife the Chorizo, tender and juicy. 
Mollejas (sweetbreads) are always excellent as 
well.  
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EL BAQUEANO          $$$$

Chile 499 - Ph. 11 4342 0802

Food: Non Traditional Argentine Meats
Mood: Modern, For couples
A creative tasting menu that invites to travel 
through Argentina’s regions through non-tra-
ditional ingredients such as yacaré (alligator), 
abadejo (cod fish) or Patagonian mushrooms.
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TANCAT                                      $$

Paraguay 645 - Ph.11 4312 5442
Microcentro

Food: Spanish
Mood: Dinner with friends
A traditional and warm restaurant, ideal to taste 
a selection of Spanish tapas. Good seafood and 
fish dishes.
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CHILA            $$$$$

Av. Alicia Moreau de Justo 1160 - Ph. 11 4343 6067
Puerto Madero

Food: Signature Cuisine
Mood: Contemporary Elegance
One of Buenos Aires best gourmet restaurants.
Perfect presentations, great dishes and a magni-
ficient taste in a very elegant atmosphere. A few 
tables have a beautiful view of Puerto Madero. 

EL CUARTITO                                      $

Talcahuano 937 - Ph. 11 4816 1758
Centro

Food: Pizza
Mood: Old Buenos Aires
One of the most traditional pizzerias in the city. 
Breathe its nostalgic atmospere and try the  
delicious pizza overloaded with mozzarella 
cheese.

OTHER AREAS



PURA TIERRA                                         $$$

Tres de Febrero 1167 - Ph.11 4899 2007
Belgrano

Food: Modern Argentine
Mood: For couples
A charming and cozy restaurant that prepares 
modern Argentine dishes. The chef uses only
seasonal products, preserving their freshness 
and taste.
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SUCRE               $$$

Sucre 676 - Ph. 11 4782 9082
Belgrano

Food: Modern Argentine
Mood: Classy
Great architecture and atmosphere, modern 
porteño cuisine. Great wine list and cocktails.  
Try to visit their impressive wine cellar. 

HAPPENING COSTANERA NORTE            $$$

Av. Rafael Obligado 7030 - Ph.11 4787 0666
Costanera Norte

Food: Parrilla (Argentine steakhouse)
Mood: Nice lunch, family friendly
A traditional restaurant with nice views of the 
river. Meat is spectacular and service is 
flawless. 
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BONPLAND 2275,
C1425FWC, BUENOS AIRES,

ARGENTINA
+54 11 5280 6100


